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Abstract
Normalized nonnegative models assign probability distributions to users and random variables to
items; see [Stark, 2015]. Rating an item is regarded as sampling the random variable assigned to the
item with respect to the distribution assigned to the user who rates the item. Models of that kind
are highly expressive. For instance, using normalized nonnegative models we can understand users’
preferences as mixtures of interpretable user stereotypes, and we can arrange properties of users and
items in a hierarchical manner. These features would not be useful if the predictive power of normalized
nonnegative models was poor. Thus, we analyze here the performance of normalized nonnegative models
for top-N recommendation and observe that their performance matches the performance of methods like
PureSVD which was introduced in [Cremonesi et al., 2010]. We conclude that normalized nonnegative
models not only provide accurate recommendations but they also deliver (for free) representations that
are interpretable. We deepen the discussion of normalized nonnegative models by providing further
theoretical insights. In particular, we introduce total variational distance as an operational similarity
measure, we discover scenarios where normalized nonnegative models yield unique representations of users
and items, we prove that the inference of optimal normalized nonnegative models is NP-hard and finally,
we discuss the relationship between normalized nonnegative models and nonnegative matrix factorization.
1 Introduction
Recommender systems are algorithms that are designed to help users to find interesting items. Hence, good
recommender systems are able to predict which items are of interest to which users. At the same time they
must be computationally tractable to handle large numbers of users and items. Consequently, recommender
systems must have high predictive power and they must be computationally tractable. These are criteria that
necessarily need to be satisfied. However, for some applications we demand more. For instance, the online
dating platform OkCupid1 computes for each user a ‘personality trait’; see figure 1 for an example. These
are visual representations that help users to quickly understand the personalities of other users. Thus, these
personality traits can be regarded as brief sketches of other users—very much like brief characterizations of
movies (e.g., through summary of the plot, list of actors, etc). Hence, visual representations of that kind
complement recommendations and help a user to find what they look for.
Expressive visual representations could be drawn directly from the recommender system if the system’s
representation of users and items is expressive. Therefore we call a recommender system expressive if the
underlying representations of users and items are highly interpretable. We conclude that for some applica-
tions, an ideal recommender system meets the objectives high predictive power, computational tractability
and high interpretability.
1https://www.okcupid.com/
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Figure 1: A part of the author’s personality trait as computed by OkCupid.
How can we address the partially conflicting objectives ‘high predictive power’, ‘computational tractabil-
ity’ and ‘high interpretability’? In [Stark, 2015] we proposed getting inspiration from engineering and from
the natural sciences. There we almost always adopt a paradigm that we might call system-state-measurement
paradigm. In [Stark, 2015] we adopted that very same perspective for the design of recommender systems.
In the context of recommender systems, the system is that part of our mind that determines which items
we like. The state assigned to a user specifies the characteristics of that user’s system, i.e., it describes that
user’s taste. The measurements we perform on the system to probe the users’ state (i.e., taste) are questions
like “Do you like the movie Ex Machina?”. Asking many questions of that sort (i.e., performing many
measurements) we can get a refined knowledge about a user’s taste (i.e., her state). In large parts of science,
the system is modeled by a sample space, the state of the system is modeled by a probability distribution
on that sample space and a measurement is modeled in terms of a random variable whose outcomes are
the possible measurement outcomes. These models are called normalized nonnegative models; see section 2.
Normalized nonnegative models are highly interpretable because these models are identical with the highly
interpretable models from the natural sciences and from engineering.
The interpretability of normalized nonnegative models allows to draw conclusions from user and item
representations. For instance, in [Stark, 2015] we showed how normalized nonnegative models enable us to
regard users as mixtures of interpretable user stereotypes and we explained how normalized nonnegative
models can be used for the computation of hierarchical orderings of properties of users and items. In
sections 4, 5 and 6 we introduce more features of normalized nonnegative models. In particular, we introduce
an operational user-user similarity measure, we define an operational item-item similarity measure and we
uncover scenarios where normalized nonnegative models yield unique representations of users and items.
We complement the discussion of interpretability with an empirical study (cf. section 7) where we test the
predictive power of normalized nonnegative models. More precisely, we evaluate the performance of these
models in terms of top-N recommendation where for each user u, the recommender system must compile a
list of N items that are of interest to that user.
Apart from these practical considerations we investigate the computational complexity of the inference
of optimal normalized nonnegative models (section 8) and we explain in what sense normalized nonnegative
models are related to nonnegative matrix factorization (section 9).
Notation
For any n ∈ N, [n] = {1, ..., n}. RD+ denotes the set of D-dimensional nonnegative vectors, i.e., {~x ∈ RD|xj ≥
0}. It contains the probability simplex ∆ = {~x ∈ RD+ |
∑
j xj = 1}. By ‖~v‖p we denote the lp norm of a vector.
For any invertible matrix A, A−T = (A−1)T . We will frequently refer to finite sample spaces. These are
denoted by Ω = {ω1, ..., ωD} where ωj are elementary events. For any event H ⊆ Ω we denote its probability
by P[H]. By Kolmogorov, a random variable Eˆ on Ω with alphabet size Z is a mapping Eˆ : Ω → [Z]. We
use the notation {Eˆ = z} = Eˆ−1(z) = {ω ∈ Ω|Eˆ(ω) = z}. The total variational distance δ(~p, ~q) forms a
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natural distance measure between distributions ~p, ~q ∈ ∆. It is defined by δ(~p, ~q) = 12
∑
j |pj − qj |. We use
U to denote the number of users, I to denote the number of items, Z the number of different ratings (e.g.,
Z = 5 for 5-star ratings). Rui denotes the rating user u provides for item i. The collection of those ratings
forms the rating matrix R ∈ [Z]U×I . Recall(N) is defined in appendix C. We use M ⊆ [U ] × [I] to mark
ratings in the training set. Analogously, T marks the ratings in the test set.
2 Normalized nonnegative models
By Kolmogorov, a (finite) random experiment is defined through the following triple:
• A sample space Ω = {ω1, ..., ωD} where ωj are elementary events.
• A probability measure ~p ∈ RD+ with
∑
j(~p)j = 1.
• A random variable Eˆ. This is a function Eˆ : Ω→ {1, ..., Z} for some Z ∈ N.
The distribution ~p can be regarded as the state of the system under consideration and the random variable
Eˆ can be regarded as the description of the measurement we perform on that system. This interpretation of
distributions and random variables is ubiquitous in science and engineering. In [Stark, 2015] we adopt the
same perspective for the description of how users rate items. More specifically we denoted by Rui user u’s
rating of item i. In case of 5-star-ratings, Rui ∈ {1, .., 5} = [5], and more generally, Rui ∈ [Z] for some Z ∈ N.
We described the taste of a user u in terms of a probability distribution ~pu on some (unknown) sample space
Ω = {ω1, ..., ωD}, and we regarded the process of asking user u to rate item i as a ‘measurement’ we perform
on the user’s taste. Therefore, we modeled the question “How do you rate item i?” in terms of a random
variable Eˆi : Ω→ [Z]. The outcome Eˆi is the rating of item i.
Let Pu[Eˆi = z] be the probability for user u to rate item i with value z. This probability can be expressed
as follows.
Pu[Eˆi = z] = Pu[Eˆ−1i (z)] =
D∑
j=1
(~pu)j( ~Eiz)j (1)
where ( ~Eiz)j = 1 if ωj ∈ Eˆ−1i (z), and ( ~Eiz)j = 0 otherwise (see [Stark, 2015] for examples). By (1),
the probabilities Pu[Eˆi = z] are determined in terms of an inner product between nonnegative vectors ~pu
and binary vectors ~Eiz satisfying
∑Z
z=1
~Eiz = (1, ..., 1)
T . Thus, item i is described by vectors ~Ei1, ..., ~EiZ
satisfying
∑Z
z=1
~Eiz = (1, ..., 1)
T . We denote by E the set of allowed vectors ( ~Ei1, ..., ~EiZ) ∈ {0, 1}DZ , and
we denote by ∆ ⊂ RD+ the set of all probability distributions ~pu. The set ∆ is convex. However, E is not.
For computational reasons, we relax E to its convex hull E ′.
We end up with normalized nonnegative models: the probability distribution over ratings z ∈ [Z] is given
by
(
~pTu ~Eiz
)
z∈[Z] for some vectors ~pu ∈ ∆ and
(
~Ei1, ..., ~EiZ
) ∈ E ′. Here, ( ~Ei1, ..., ~EiZ) ∈ E ′ if and only if
~Eiz ∈ RD+ and
Z∑
z=1
~Eiz = (1, ..., 1)
T . (2)
This class of models is slightly different from conventional probabilistic descriptions because E ′ is equal to
the convex hull of the respective set from probability theory. Operationally we can think of the relaxation
E 7→ E ′ as the result of a two-step procedure. First each user measures her rating for a particular item.
Then, the user second-guesses that rating and randomly reassigns the measured rating to another rating.
For example a user may actually like an embarrassingly stupid comedy movie. But because she is ashamed
of the honest 4-star rating she decides with probability 1/2 to provide a 3-star-rating instead of the honest
4-star rating.
The previous formulation of normalized nonnegative models was categorical, i.e., we do not need to
assume any scale or linear order of the answers from [Z]. This feature appears to require a lot of data for
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training. Therefore, in section 7, due to the little-data problem, we regard the star ratings as approximate
probabilities for liking a particular item, i.e.,
P[u likes i] ≈ Rui/Z. (3)
2.1 Algorithm
A natural approach for the computation of normalized nonnegative models (NNM) uses constrained alter-
nating optimization as described in the following algorithm 1. In [Stark, 2015] we comment on the scalability
of this approach. Note that all the steps in algorithm 1 can be parallelized and the algorithm converges to a
local minimum for root-mean-squared-error on the training set. Note that we fill missing entries in the train-
ing set with zeros to counter the selection bias towards popular items. This step is dual to the assumptions
the testing procedure (cf. appendix C) relies on, and this step was also employed in [Cremonesi et al., 2010].
Algorithm 1 Constrained least squares
1: Fix D (e.g., by cross validation).
2: For all u, sample au ∈ [D] uniformly at random and initialize ~pu by ~pu = ~eau where (~ei)j = δij is a
member of the canonical basis.
3: For all (u, i) 6∈M , set Rui = 0 and add (u, i) to M .
4: For all items i, solve the (linearly constrained) nonnegative least squares (NNLS) problem
min(~Eiz)z∈[Z]∈E′
∑
u:(u,i)∈M
(
~ETiz~pu −Rui/Z
)2
.
5: For all users u, solve the (linearly constrained) nonnegative least squares (NNLS) problem
min~pu∈∆
∑
i:(u,i)∈M
(
~ETiz~pu −Rui/Z
)2
.
6: Repeat steps 4 and 5 until a stopping criteria is satisfied (e.g., maximum number of iterations).
3 Limited interpretability of general matrix factorizations
In the most basic matrix factorization models (see for example [Koren et al., 2009]) we assign vectors ~xu ∈ RD
to users u and we assign vectors ~yi ∈ RD to items i. These vectors are chosen such that ~xTu~yi ≈ Rui. To
understand limitations of that approach let us assume for simplicity that the matrix factorization technique
we employ is unregularized. I.e., every family of vectors ~xu, ~yi ∈ RD provides valid descriptions of the
users and items as long as ~xTu~yi ≈ Rui. Apart from overfitting there is another problem with unregularized
factorizations of that type: for any invertible matrix A we have
~xTu~yi ≈ Rui ⇔
(
A−T~xu
)T
A~yi ≈ Rui. (4)
Hence, there are many equivalent ways to represent users and items in terms of vectors ~xu and ~yi, respectively.
This freedom significantly limits the possibility to base any interpretation of the users’ behavior on geometric
properties of ~xu and ~yi.
For instance, we cannot use ‖~xu−~xu′‖ as user-user similarity (important in collaborative filtering [Resnick et al., 1994,
Sarwar et al., 2001, Deshpande and Karypis, 2004, O Connor and Herlocker, 1999, Sarwar et al., 2002]. To
illustrate this point, we choose A proportional to the identity matrix I, i.e., A = λI for some λ 6= 0. It
follows that the variation of λ allows to choose ‖A−T~xu −A−T~xu′‖ arbitrarily because
‖A−T~xu −A−T~xu′‖ = ‖~xu − ~xu′‖/λ. (5)
Observation (5) is independent of the norm ‖.‖ we choose because ‖~v/λ‖ = ‖~v‖/λ for all norms. An-
other popular user-user similarity measure is cosine similarity [Resnick et al., 1994, Herlocker et al., 2002,
McLaughlin and Herlocker, 2004, Sarwar et al., 2001]. To explain why this similarity measure is not stable
under the transformations (4), we assume ~xu = (1, 0) and ~xu′ = (1, ε) for some small scalar ε > 0. It
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follows that ∠(~xu, ~xu′) ≈ 0 where ∠(~xu, ~xu′) denotes the angle between ~xu and ~xu′ . However, choosing
A = diag(1, λ) with λ 1/ε, we get ∠ (A−T~xu, A−T~xu′) ≈ pi/2. Choosing A more generally, we can squeeze
and stretch the vectors {~xu}u∈[U ] in arbitrary directions.
Obviously, regularizing the matrix factorization by penalizing the norms of the vectors ~xu and ~yi (e.g.,
Tikhonov regularization) helps to restrict our freedom (4) to rescale user and item vectors. However, even if
the solution of problems of the sort
min
(∑
u,i
(
~xTu~yi −Rui
)2)
+ µ
(∑
u
‖~yu‖2
)
+ µ
(∑
i
‖~yi‖2
)
is unique we still do not know how to interpret the vectors ~xu and ~yi. We do not even know whether
‖~xu − ~xu′‖ accurately reflects the actual similarity of users u and u′. In fact it is easy to come up with two
regularization procedures that both guarantee uniqueness but lead to disagreeing distances between vectors
we assign to users. To summarize we note that
• different regularization schemes may or may not lead to unique determination of geometric quantities
like ‖~xu − ~xu′‖ that we wish to interpret operationally.
• But even among the regularization schemes that uniquely determine geometric quantities like ‖~xu−~xu′‖,
a change of the regularization leads to a change of the values ‖~xu − ~xu′‖.
Hence, regularization, geometric interpretability and similarity are intimately related to each other. Non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) has become popular because of the interpretability of the user and
item vectors. However, NMF without norm penalization (Tikhonov) suffers from the same issues mentioned
before as the transformation A from our examples maps vectors from RD+ back into RD+ . NMF is particularly
tricky as the freedom described by A cannot only be used to alter similarity measures, it can also be used to
change our interpretation of the user and item vectors. For instance, a positive matrix A = diag(λ1, ..., λD)
can be used to arbitrarily shrink or stretch vectors ~xu in all directions. Consequently, in one NMF we might
have ~xu = (1, ε, ..., ε)
T leading to the conclusion that user u is very well described by the feature associated
with (1, 0, ..., 0)T . On the other hand, for A = diag(1/, 1, ..., 1, ) we have that A−T~xu = (ε, ..., ε, 1)T leading
to the conclusion that user u is accurately described by the feature represented by (0, ..., 0, 1)T .
4 Uniqueness
We claim that ambiguities of the form (4) are addressed in normalized nonnegative models. Intuitively, one
expects the user vectors ~pu and the item vectors ~Eiz to be approximately uniquely defined if the entries
in the rating matrix R push these vectors towards the boundary of the cone RD+ . That is because in these
situations, the set of allowed states ∆ and the set of allowed measurements E ′ leave no room to wiggle the
user and item vectors as in (4). To confirm this intuition we consider an toy example that we can analyze
rigorously. Assume that D = Z and assume that the users do not just provide R. Instead, for each u, i, z,
user u provides us with an accurate estimate of the probability to rate i with z ‘stars’. Moreover, we assume
that for each i, z there exists at least one user uiz who rates i with z ‘stars’. We claim that datasets of that
kind uniquely determine the underlying normalized nonnegative model.
To prove this claim we first observe that by Cauchy-Schwarz,
1 = Puiz [Eˆi = z] = ~pTuiz ~Eiz ≤ ‖~pu‖2‖ ~Eiz‖2 ≤ ‖ ~Eiz‖2 (6)
for all i, z because ‖~p‖2 ≤ 1 for every probability distribution. For any ~Eiz, ~Eiz′ ∈ RD+ we have that
~ETiz
~Eiz′ ≥ 0. Therefore, using ‖~v‖22 = ~vT~v,
D = ‖(1, ..., 1)T ‖22 = ‖
∑
z
~Eiz‖22 ≥
∑
z
~ETiz ~Eiz ≥ Z = D. (7)
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where we used (6) in the last inequality. Equation (7) can only be satisfied if ~ETiz
~Eiz′ = δzz′ . This in turn
can only be satisfied if each of the nonnegative vectors ~Eiz is equal to an element of the orthonormal basis
defining RD+ . It follows that ~puiz = ~Eiz because this is the only possibility to satisfy 1 = Puiz [Eˆi = z]. This
concludes the proof of the claim.
We note that this sequence of arguments crucially depends on both the conic structure (i.e., RD+) of
NNMs, as well as on the normalization conditions of normalized nonnegative models.
5 Operational user similarity
Assume we describe users and items in terms of a normalized nonnegative model. In this section we are
going to motivate the use of the total variational distance δ(~px, ~px′) =
1
2
∑D
j=1 |(~px)j − (~px′)j | as user-user
similarity measure by a game which provides an operational interpretation of δ(~px, ~px′). Imagine two users
u = 1, u = 2 and an item i. Assume you know the representations ~p1, ~p2 ∈ ∆ of the users’ tastes and assume
you know the description ( ~Ei1, ..., ~EiZ) ∈ E ′ of item i. Now
1. a referee flips an unbiased coin to select a user uˆ ∈ {1, 2}.
2. The referee asks user uˆ to rate item i. We denote the value of uˆ’s rating by r.
3. Then, the referee hands you a note specifying r but not uˆ.
4. Your objective is to guess uˆ.
We can compute all the probabilities Pu[Eˆi = r] for user u ∈ {1, 2} to rate i with r because we know the
descriptions ~p1, ~p2 of the users and the description ( ~Ei1, ..., ~EiZ) of the item. If P1[Eˆi = r] > P2[Eˆi = r]
then we better guess that user 1 provided the rating. Otherwise, we guess that user 2 provided the rating.
Set Z = {z ∈ [Z] ∣∣ P1[Eˆi = z] > P2[Eˆi = z] }. Hence, we guess uˆ = 1 if and only if r ∈ Z. This (optimal)
strategy succeeds with probability psuccess =
1
2P1[Eˆi ∈ Z] + 12P2[Eˆi 6∈ Z] (recall that the coin is unbiased).
By complementarity of the events {Eˆi ∈ Z} and {Eˆi 6∈ Z},
psuccess =
1
2
(
1 + P1[Eˆi ∈ Z]− P2[Eˆi ∈ Z]
)
≤ 1
2
(
1 + δ(~p1, ~p2)
)
(8)
where δ(~p1, ~p2) denotes the total variational distance, i.e.,
δ(~p1, ~p2) = max
Ω0⊆Ω
|P1[Ω0]− P2[Ω0]| = 1
2
‖~p1 − ~p2‖1 (9)
(see [Cover and Thomas, 2012]). We conclude that δ(~p1, ~p2) yields an upper bound on our success probability
which is independent of the item i. More importantly, however, this upper bound is tight, meaning that
there exists a hypothetical item i∗ that leads to a success probability p∗success satisfying
p∗success =
1
2
(
1 + δ(~p1, ~p2)
)
. (10)
The item i∗ is any item satisfying {Eˆi ∈ Z} = Ω∗ where Ω∗ is the maximizer from (9). Identity (10) captures
the operational meaning of the total variational distance: δ(~p1, ~p2) determines via (10) the maximal success
probability for distinguishing the users u1 and u2. This motivates using 1− δ(~p1, ~p2) as similarity measure
because δ(~p1, ~p2) is small if and only if users u1, u2 are difficult to distinguish. In appendix B we remind the
reader of an alternative interpretation of δ(~p1, ~p2). We expect δ(~p1, ~p2) to be particularly useful to create
matches on dating websites.
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6 Operational item similarity
To derive an operational item-item similarity measure we consider a game similar to the game from section 5.
More precisely, assume you know the representations ( ~E11, ..., ~E1Z), ( ~E21, ..., ~E2Z) of two items i = 1, 2 and
assume you know the representation ~p of a user u. The game proceeds as follows.
1. A referee flips an unbiased coin to select an item iˆ ∈ {1, 2}.
2. The referee secretly asks user u to rate item iˆ. We denote the value of that rating by r.
3. The referee hands you a note specifying r but not iˆ.
4. Your objective is to guess iˆ ∈ {1, 2}.
Knowing ~p and both item representations, we can compute the two distributions ~q := (P[r|ˆi = 1])r∈[Z]
and ~q′ := (P[r|ˆi = 2])r∈[Z]. Hence, we can rephrase the considered game: we get the value r sampled
from either ~q or ~q′. Our task is to guess which of the two alternatives applies. According to section 5,
psuccess =
1
2 (1 +
1
2‖~q − ~q′‖1) (‘=’ because this time we can choose the strategy freely). What is the optimal
success probability when varying ~p? Note that
max
~p∈∆
‖~q − ~q′‖1 s.t.
{
qz = ~p
T ~E1z, q
′
z = ~p
T ~E2z ∀z ∈ [Z]
}
= max
j∈[D]
‖~q − ~q′‖1 s.t.
{
qz = ( ~E1z)j , q
′
z = ( ~E2z)j ∀z ∈ [Z]
}
.
Here, we used that maximization of ‖.‖1 is a LP and therefore achieved at an extremal point of ∆. Therefore,
we end up with the item-item similarity measure 1− δ(i1, i2) where
δ(i1, i2) =
1
2
max
j∈[D]
∥∥(E1 − E2)j,:∥∥1 (11)
with Ei := ( ~Ei1, ..., ~EiZ); i = 1, 2 and (E1 − E2)j,: denotes the j-th row of E1 − E2. Using (11), we show in
appendix A how all applications from [Stark, 2015] can be lifted to situations where the available data does
not specify any item tags.
7 Empirical study
Running Algorithm 1, we evaluate the performance of normalized nonnegative models on the MovieLens
1M dataset from [Miller et al., 2003]. This allows us to compare our results with the results obtained
in the literature; e.g., [Cremonesi et al., 2010]. We are interested in the part of the MovieLens dataset
which specifies a long list of triples (u, i, Rui) where u is a user, i is an item (i.e., a movie) and Rui ∈
[5] is the 5-star-rating of i by u. To define the training data and the test data we proceed exactly as
in [Cremonesi et al., 2010], i.e., we randomly sample 1.4% of the provided movie ratings. These ratings form
the test set T . The remaining entries form the training set M . In appendices C and D we remind the reader
of the definition of recall at N , and we sketch the evaluation methodology [Cremonesi et al., 2010] which we
adopt in the following.
Figure 2 (left) compares normalized nonnegative models (computed using 10 iterations) with some com-
mon recommender systems (see [Cremonesi et al., 2010] for details). We observe that normalized nonnegative
models perform particularly well for low N . This might be of interest in applications because we do not want
to present long lists of recommendations to users. Figure 2 (right) also compares normalized nonnegative
models with other recommender systems. This time, however, we only take into account items from the long
tail for the evaluation of recall (cf. appendix D). Finally, figure 3 displays recall at 20 as function of both the
dimension of the model or as function of the iteration (in Algorithm 1). All of these results were computed
on a desktop computer (4 cores) running Matlab.
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Figure 2: Left: Recall at N ; all items. Right: Recall at N ; items from long tail.
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Figure 3: Left: Recall at N (all items); comparison of different model dimensions. Right: Recall at 20 (all
items) as function of iteration.
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8 Computational complexity
We consider the categorical setting described in equation (1) and imagine that (instead of star ratings)
the users provide estimates for Pu[Eˆi = z]. What is the computational complexity of finding the lowest-
dimensional normalized nonnegative model for the data Pu[Eˆi = z]? In other words, what is the computa-
tional complexity of problem MinDim defined as follows.
MinDim. Find the minimal dimension D such that there exist ~pu ∈ ∆ and ~Eiz ∈ E ′ with the property
~pTu ~Eiz = Pu[Eˆi = z] for all u, i, z.
In appendix E we prove the following theorem 3 by showing that the natural decision version of MinDim
is NP -hard.
Theorem 1. The decision problem MinDim is NP-hard.
9 Relation to nonnegative matrix factorization
Assume we are dropping all the normalization constraints on ~pu and ~Eiz. I.e., instead of searching for a
NNM with the property Pu[Eˆi = z] = ~pTu ~Eiz we search for arbitrary nonnegative vectors ~au,~biz ∈ RD+
satisfying Pu[Eˆi = z] = ~aTu~biz. The following Lemma 2 characterizes the relationship between models ~au, ~biz
for Pu[Eˆi = z] on the one hand and NNMs for Pu[Eˆi = z] on the other hand.
Lemma 2. Let A ∈ RD×U+ , B ∈ RD×IZ+ be arbitrary nonnegative matrices with the properties(
Pu[Eˆi = z]
)
u∈[U ];i∈[I],z∈[Z] = A
TB (12)
and D = rank(A) = rank(B). We denote by ~au the columns of A and by ~biz the columns of B. Then, there
exists an invertible matrix T such that
~a′u := T~au, ~b
′
iz := T
−1~biz
is a normalized nonnegative model satisfying Pu[Eˆi = z] = ~a′Tu ~b′iz for all u, i, z.
Factorizations (12) are of great importance in many disciplines; factorizations of that type are called
nonnegative matrix factorizations (NMF; [Lee and Seung, 1999]). Note, however, that Lemma 2 does not
imply a general equivalence between NMF and NNM because to establish the transformation from NMF to
NNMs and vice versa we considered the noiseless scenario and we assumed that D = rank(A) = rank(B)
(see Lemma 2). We prove Lemma 2 in appendix F.
10 Related work
We mentioned related work when discussing similarity measures, time complexity and relation to NMF.
Therefore, we describe here relations between NNMs and other models for item recommendation. We start
with Probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF, see [Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2007, Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2008])
which forms intriguing family of models related to NNMs. In PMFs, the rating Rui of user u for item i
is regarded as Gaussian random variable. Mean and variance of Rui are modeled in terms of ~U
T
u
~Vi and
σ, respectively. Here, ~Uu, ~Vi are low-dimensional vectors assigned to users and items. This structure is
reminiscent of (1) and (13). However, to apply PMF we need to assume that Rui is Gaussian. In contrast,
to apply NNMs, we do not need to assume anything about the distribution of Rui and Rui can be treated
as categorical random variable. The interpretability of PMFs is high because in principle, they allow for
the computation of hierarchical orderings of properties of users and items (through the game introduced
in [Stark, 2015]). But due to the infinite-dimensional nature of PMFs (i.e., |Ω| =∞), the behavior of users
cannot be interpreted easily through stereotypes; see [Stark, 2015].
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In applications like top-N recommendation [Herlocker et al., 2004] we are not primarily interested in
ratings of items but we are interested only in the co-occurrence of pairs (u, i) in measured data. The
occurrence of a pair (u, i) can be interpreted, for instance, as “u likes movie i”, “u attends concert i”,
etc. When using the graphical aspect models [Hofmann and Puzicha, 1999, Hofmann, 1999, Blei et al., 2003,
Blei et al., 2004] to describe these settings we regard (u, i) as a two-dimensional random variable whose
distribution has the form
P[u, i] =
K∑
k=1
P[u|k] P[i|k]. (13)
Hence, aspect models are described in terms of a latent variable k ∈ [K] and we observe that u and i
are independent when conditioned on k. By (13), P[u, i] can be regarded as inner product between two
distributions (i.e., (P[u|k])k∈[K] and (P[i|k])k∈[K]) on some sample space Ω = {ω1, ..., ωK}. In that sense,
aspect models (13) are related to normalized nonnegative models (1). The difference lies in the different
interpretation of the vectors whose inner product we compute. In case of normalized nonnegative models
we compute the inner product between a distribution (describing the user) and a convexly relaxed indicator
function (describing one particular rating z of the item). In case of aspect models we compute the inner
product between two distributions—the first distribution describes the user and the second distribution
describes the item. In practice, this distinction reveals itself (for example) when we try to use aspect
models to model 5-star ratings (an instance of ratings with multiple outcomes). Describing such ratings with
normalized nonnegative models is straightforward (cf. section 2). On the other hand, describing ratings with
multiple outcomes with aspect models is more involved because we need to decide on a particular graphical
model (cf. section 2.3 in [Hofmann and Puzicha, 1999]) and this makes the practical application of aspect
models more challenging. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been discussed carefully
in what precise sense aspect models give rise to operational similarity measures like the total variational
distance.
Regarding the empirical evaluation of top-N recommendation we would like to point out the closely
related works [Cremonesi et al., 2010] and [Barbieri and Manco, 2011]. Both of these beautiful works show
the disagreement between recall and precision on the one hand and RMSE on the other hand. The pa-
per [Cremonesi et al., 2010] introduces PureSVD for top-N recommendation. Moreover, it proposes a con-
struction of the test set that we adopt here, namely, the exclusion of most popular items to counteract the
selection bias in the MovieLens dataset. The paper [Barbieri and Manco, 2011] analyzes the performance of
major probabilistic models for top-N recommendation.
In section 9 we have seen how normalized nonnegative models and nonnegative matrix factorization
(NMF) are related to each other. NMF plays an important role in recommendation in general; see [Ma et al., 2011].
Of course, probabilistic models can be regarded as a conveniently regularized NMF but that perspective dis-
regards the operational interpretation of the columns of the nonnegative matrices A, B that constitute the
NMF ATB. This interpretation is important and the choice of regularization of an NMF affects the predictive
performance of the studied recommender system.
11 Conclusion
We evaluated normalized nonnegative models in the context of item recommendation and we extended
our understanding of these models; both from the practical and theoretical perspective. We deepened
the practical understanding of normalized nonnegative models by studying their performance in top-N
recommendation and by introducing user-user and item-item similarity measures which can be interpreted
operationally in terms of the distinguishability of users and the distinguishability of items. On the theoretical
side we extended our understanding of normalized nonnegative models by showing how the regularization
scheme defining normalized nonnegative models can enforce unique user and item representations, by proving
that the inference of optimal normalized nonnegative models is NP -hard and by explaining how normalized
nonnegative models are related to nonnegative matrix factorizations.
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A Application of item-item similarity: characterization of stereo-
types and hierarchical orderings
In [Stark, 2015] we explained how normalized nonnegative models can be used to succinctly describe user
and items in terms of interpretable tags of items. This requires that the available data specifies tags for
each item. What if no tags are available? For these circumstances we suggest using k-medoids to classify
the items with respect to the item-item similarity measure (11). Here, k = G, i.e., k equals the number of
(effective) tags we want to use. Running k-medoids thus assigns tags g ∈ [G] to items. Using these tags we
can proceed as in sections 5.1 and 6 from [Stark, 2015].
The tags we compute by k-medoids do not, however, come along with intuitive names like comedy, drama
or romance. Hence, to intuitively understand the effective tags we propose selecting popular representative
items for each of the tags (e.g., movies the user knows already). The computed tags can then be described
to users in terms of the representative items. For example, in movie recommendation where tags specify
genres, effective genre3 ∼ {movie9,movie17,movie97}.
B Alternative interpretation of δ(~p1, ~p2)
In collaborative filtering we oftentimes recommend an item i to user u2 if u1 rated and liked item i, and if
u1 and u2 are similar users. Hence, the probability that users u1 and u2 provide different ratings for i is
crucial for us. This probability can be lower bounded as follows.
P[Ru1i 6= Ru2i] = 1− P[Ru1i = Ru2i] = 1−
∑
z
P[Ru1i = z,Ru2i = z]
= 1−
∑
z
P1[Eˆi = z]P2[Eˆi = z] ≥ 1−
∑
z
min{P1[Eˆi = z],P2[Eˆi = z]}
= δ(~p1, ~p2).
(14)
C Error measures
When evaluating the performance of recommender systems, the choice for quantifying the prediction error
crucially affects the evaluation; the observation that a system A performs better than a system B oftentimes
changes if we change the particular way we quantify the prediction error.
Root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) and mean-average-error (MAE) are popular choices for measuring the
prediction error. If we denote by Rˆui the rating predicted by our recommendation system, then RMSE =(∑
(ui)∈T (Rui − Rˆui)2
)
/|T | and MAE = (∑(ui)∈T ∣∣Rui − Rˆui∣∣)/|T |. It follows that RMSE and MAE can
be regarded as l2-distance and l1-distance between prediction and ground truth. Being an instance of an
l2-type distance, RMSE is sensitive to outliers in (Rˆui)ui∈T whereas MAE is not. In practice, however, it is
oftentimes not of immediate interest to predict actual ratings. Instead we are interested in presenting to the
user a short list of items that are of interest to that user. This short list of recommendations is the top-N
recommendation. Precision and recall are error measures designed to measure the usefulness of these top-N
recommendations that are computed by recommender systems. Following [Cremonesi et al., 2010], we define
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recall and precision through the following procedure. Fix N . Then, for each triple (u, i, Rui) ∈ T satisfying
Rui = 5,
1. sample 1000 items not rated by user u.
2. Using the recommender system under evaluation, compute predictions for the ratings of user u for i
and for the 1000 random items from step 1.
3. Sort the 1001 items under consideration descendingly according to their predicted ratings.
4. Denote by p the position of item i in that sorted list.
5. Define a top-N recommendation by selecting the first N items from the sorted list.
6. If p ≤ N then we have a hit. Else we have a miss. Thus, for each entry (u, i, Rui) ∈ T satisfying
Rui = 5 we either get a hit or a miss.
Then, recall at N is the average number of hits for T , i.e.,
recall(N) :=
number of hits
|T | .
A closely related quantity is precision at N . Precision specifies how much recall we have per item in the
top-N recommendation list, i.e.,
precision(N) :=
recall(N)
N
.
D Items from the long-tail
Data available to train recommender systems usually follows a long-tail distribution. I.e., a vast majority of
the ratings available for training are ratings of a tiny fraction of all the items. For instance in the MovieLens
1M dataset, 5.5% (i.e., 213 movies) of the most popular items amount for 33% of all the ratings. As a user
we might be a little disappointed by recommendations of very popular items as we may already be aware of
those items. On the other hand, as a provider of the items, we want to push diversity in our product line.
This motivated the testing methodology employed in [Cremonesi et al., 2010] where the most popular items
(6%) are removed from the test set T .
E Proof of Theorem 1
The decision version of MinDim is NNMD.
NNMD. Problem instance:
(
Pu[Eˆi = z]
)
uiz∈Ω for some Ω ⊆ [U ] × [I] × [Z] marking the probabilities
that are known a priori. Acceptance condition: we output yes if and only if there exists a D-dimensional
normalized nonnegative model (NNM) ~pu, ~Eiz such that ~p
T
u
~Eiz = Pu[Eˆi = z] for all (u, i, z) ∈ Ω.
Here we prove the following Theorem 3; it implies that MinDim is NP -hard because NNMD has to be
accepted if and only if the minimizer of MinDim is ≤ D.
Theorem 3. The decision problem NNMD is NP-hard.
We prove Theorem 3 in terms of a reduction from EXACT NMFk (see [Vavasis, 2009]) to NNMD;
EXACT NMFk (see [Vavasis, 2009]). Problem instance: a nonnegative matrixM ∈ Rm×n+ with rank(M) =
k. Acceptance condition: we output yes if and only if there exist nonnegative matrices W ∈ Rk×m+ , H ∈ Rk×n+
with k := rank(M) such that M = WTH.
A reduction from EXACT NMFk to NNMD suffices to prove the theorem because EXACT NMFk is
NP -hard;
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Theorem 4 (see [Vavasis, 2009]). The decision problem EXACT NMFk is NP-hard.
To prove theorem 3 we show that there exists a polynomial time algorithm A with the two properties
A : {instances M for EXACT NMFk} → {instances for NNMk}
and
A(M) yes for NNMk ⇔ yes for EXACT NMFk. (15)
The algorithm A we employ here does the following (recall that M ∈ Rm×n+ ).
• Compute M ′ ∈ Rm×n+ by normalizing each row Mi,: of M , i.e.,
M ′i,: = Mi,:/
(∑
j
Mij
)
.
• Set U = m, I = 1 Z = n and
Pu[Eˆ1 = z] = M ′uz.
• Output (Pu[Eˆ1 = z])uiz∈Ω with Ω = [m]× [1]× [n].
We recognize that A indeed maps instances for EXACT NMFk to instances for NNMk. It is left to show (15).
“⇒”: by assumption there exist k-dimensional distributions ~pu and rating vectors ~E1z such that ~pTu ~E1z =
M ′uz. Hence, the matrices (~pu, ..., ~pU ) and ( ~E11, ..., ~E1Z) realize the wanted k-dimensional NMF.
“⇐”: by assumption there exist W ∈ Rk×m+ , H ∈ Rk×n+ such that M = WTH. Therefore, setting
W ′ := Wdiag
(
1/
(∑
j
M1j
)
, ..., 1/
(∑
j
Mmj
))
and H ′ := H, we get M ′ = W ′TH ′. We denote by W ′:,u and H
′
:,z columns of W
′ and H ′, respectively. Set
~η =
∑
zH
′
:,z and T = diag(~η). Then, ~E1z := T
−1H ′:,z returns valid rating vectors in E ′. Moreover, the
ansatz ~pu := TW
′
:,u yields valid probability distributions because
‖~pu‖1 = ~pTu (1, ..., 1)T = ~pT
(∑
z
~E1z
)
=
(
TW ′:,u
)T(∑
z
T−1H ′:,z
)
=
∑
z
M ′uz = 1.
This proves the claim because ~pTu ~E1z = W
′T
:,uH
′
:,z = M
′
uz = Pu[Eˆ1 = z].
F Proof of Lemma 2
Set
M :=
(
Pu[Eˆi = z]
)
u∈[U ];i∈[I],z∈[Z] ∈ RU×IZ .
so that M = ATB. By D = rank(A), there exist u1, ..., uD such that the columns {~auk}Dk=1 form a basis for
RD. By normalization of probability distributions,
1 =
∑
z
Puk [Eˆi = z] = ~aTuk
(∑
z
~biz
)
for all k ∈ [D]. It follows that for all i, i′ ∈ [I]∑
z
~biz =
∑
z
~bi′z =: ~η ∈ RD+
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because{~auk}Dk=1 is a basis. Assume that ηj > 0 for all j (this will be proven afterwards). Then, T := diag(~η)
is invertible. Hence, B′ := T−1B is well defined and the columns ~b′iz of B
′ satisfy∑
z
~b′iz = T
−1
(∑
z
~biz
)
= (1, ..., 1)T
because T−1~η = (1, ..., 1)T . Consequently, the vectors ~b′iz satisfy the normalization condition (2). Moreover,
the nonnegative columns ~a′u are valid probability distributions because
‖~a′u‖1 = ~a′Tu (1, ..., 1)T = ~a′Tu
(∑
z
~b′iz
)
=
(
T~au
)T(∑
z
T−1~biz
)
=
∑
z
Pu[Eˆi = z] = 1.
Therefore, the vectors ~a′u and ~b
′
iz constitute a valid NNM. This almost concludes the proof of the Lemma
because
~a′Tu ~b
′
iz = ~a
T
u
~biz = Pu[Eˆi = z]
for all u, i, z. It only remains to verify that ηj 6= 0 for all j. We provide an argument that is similar to an
argument from [Lee et al., 2014] which was used to prove a relation between general positive semidefinite
factorizations and quantum models. Assume that there exists j such that ηj = 0. Thus,
0 = ηj =
(1
I
∑
iz
~biz
)
j
. (16)
Now assume there exists i, z with
(
~biz
)
j
= ε > 0. Then,
∑
iz(
~biz)j ≥ ε > 0 because (~biz)j ≥ 0 for all
i, z. This contradicts (16) and therefore, ηj = 0 implies
(
~biz
)
j
= 0 for all i, z. That, however, violates the
condition D = rank(B) from the Lemma. We conclude that there cannot exist j with ηj = 0.
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